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OPAQUE FACTORY APPLIED COATINGS  
EXTERIOR TIMBER WINDOWS AND DOORS: 

PRIMERS
17-0535-110  \  Hydrolux Primer/Midcoat White
Spray applied quick drying primer based on special Tri-cryl technology. Komo-certi-
fied with a very low water uptake and outstanding wet adhesion. Suitable for a wide 
range of timbers including Accoya, Sapele, Red Grandis and European Redwood.

17-0540  \  Hydrolux Filling Primer
Spray applied specially formulated quick drying primer that fills the grain to achieve 
a uniform smooth surface that also hides laminations and finger joint connections 
on engineered timber. Can be applied on a wide range of wood species. Contains 
special Tri-cryl technology to provide exceptional wet adhesion and low water 
uptake.

17-0548  \  Hydrolux Flow-coat Primer SPC 
This primer has been designed for application to single piece components. When 
modified to a lower viscosity of around 14 seconds Din cup 4, this primer is ideal for 
flow-coat application.

TOPCOAT
17-0645-110  \  Hydrolux Topcoat SM  
Spray applied waterborne topcoat based on Tri-Cryl technology. The Hydrolux 
Topcoat has a very good coverage and superb flow. It has a short drying time, after 
3 hours you can do further treatment. It is highly durable and KOMO-certified by  
the SKH wood institute. As well as the semi matt it is also available in semi gloss  
(17-0646) and gloss (17-0647) versions. 

OPAQUE SITE BRUSH APPLIED COATINGS  
EXTERIOR TIMBER WINDOWS AND DOORS: 

PRIMER
15-0170  \  Ankolux Brushing Primer
A waterborne brush applied primer with excellent adhesion and very good early 
water resistance. Based on alkyd emulsion technology for extra durability.  Also 
suitable for priming interior timber surfaces. 

TOPCOATS
11-0140  \  Hydrotop 
Waterborne intermediate and finishing coat based on Tri-cryl technology for brush 
application onto suitably primed windows and doors. Also suitable as a maintenan-
ce coat on existing Hydrolux factory applied finishes. 

11-0050  \  Ankolux Brilliant 
Waterborne high-gloss finish for brush application onto suitably primed windows 
and doors. Very durable and based on alkyd-emulsion technology.



TRANSLUCENT FACTORY APPLIED COATINGS  
EXTERIOR TIMBER WINDOWS AND DOORS: 

16-0200  \  Ankolux Basestain
Water-borne base stain available in a wide range of translucent shades. Can 
be applied by dipping, flow coating, and other saturation methods. Ideal as 
a base for the Ankolux Translucent Topcoats.

17-0658 \  Ankolux Translucent Topcoat SM
Waterborne translucent semi-matt, midcoat and topcoat. Highly translucent 
finish that accentuates the natural grain of the timber. Quick drying and very 
durable.  Based on alkyd-emulsion technology and KOMO certified by the 
SKH wood institute. Also available as a semi-gloss finish.

17-0678  \  Ankolux Aqua Iso Primer
Isolating primer specially designed for translucent systems on oak to reduce 
problems with tannin staining on clear or highly translucent finishes.  

17-0695   \  Ankolux Woodcoat
Waterborne translucent and opaque coating for semi-stable items such as 
cladding, log cabins and summer houses. Provides a highly breathable and 
flexible system to cope with the natural movement in the above items.  Also 
suitable for maintaining existing windows and door finishes.  

16-0219  \  Ankolux Woodstain
Waterborne translucent and opaque medium build coating for dimensio-
nally non-stable items such as garden furniture, pergolas and fencing. Also 
suitable for semi-stable items such as cladding. Provides a highly breathable 
and flexible system to cope with the natural movement in the above items.

25-0350-000  \  Ankolux End Grain Sealer Clear
A waterborne clear primer sealer for end grain. Suitable for sealing exposed 
cut ends on windows and doors and plywood materials.



ANCILLARY PRODUCTS  
EXTERIOR TIMBER WINDOWS AND DOORS: 

20-0288  \  Ankolux Wood Repair
2 component repair set to repair rotten wood or large damages on timber items 
such as windows and doors. 

19-0257  \  Ankolux Woodfiller
Fine surface filler to repair small damages up to 2mm deep.

19-0293  \  Ankloux V-Joint Sealer
A waterborne acrylic sealant specifically designed for forming an elastic moisture 
resistant join on the v-groove at corner sections on windows and doors.

998-17099  /  Anker Stuy Maintenance Box
Maintenance set for timber windows and doors containing a surface cleaner to 
prepare the surface and a care wax to restore sheen and provide a sacraficial 
moisture resistant layer. To be used yearly to maintain the coated surface especi-
ally on more weathered areas.   

23-0380  \  AW Glycol cleaner 5 litres
An alcohol based cleaner suitable for washing waterborne coatings off of equip-
ment. Highly suitable for washing through spray pumps when diluted with water.

25-0352  \  Hydrolux End Grain sealer 
A waterborne opaque primer sealer for end grain. Suitable for sealing exposed 
cut ends on windows and doors and plywood materials.

All our products are also online available at:  

www.ankerstuyshop.co.uk 


